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Abstract: 
 

A translator works as a mediator between an original work that has been written in one 

language, a source text, and those who will be the audience of the translation, or, in other 

words, the target text. Translating a text is often a challenging task, as the translator must 

keep in mind both the source text and its author’s intentions with the text, and also its 

intended audience, but also keep in mind the target audience of the target text. Translating 

can become even more challenging with children’s literature, as they, among other things, 

often can contain very creative, imaginative and playful use of language. In this study, The 

BFG, a popular children’s book from 1982 written by the British author Roald Dahl, is 

analyzed – both the English source text and the Japanese translation by Taeko Nakamura. 

The research question to be answered is the following: When looking at the speech style, 

or idiolect, of the character “the BFG” of Roald Dahl’s The BFG, with a focus on 

neologisms, wordplay and allusions, what difficulties exist in the source text and what 

efforts have been made by the translator in attempts to achieve an equivalent effect in the 

target text? The results of this study display several difficulties that can arise when 

attempting to translate the idiolect of the BFG, especially due to its vast amount of 

expressive language. Replacement with standard language and deletion were two of the 

main translation strategies, and the number of identified cases of neologisms, wordplay 

and allusions in the source text was over double the amount identified in the target text. 

However, it is also shown how the translator has used different means to compensate for 

the source text features that may have gotten lost in translation. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Translation often proves to be challenging, not only due to the fact that languages differ 

from each other, but also because language is an essential part of culture. Consequently, a 

source text (ST) is interwoven in a network of linguistic, textual and cultural contexts, and 

all of these aspects must be taken into account when attempting to translate the ST into a 

target text (TT) for target culture readers. Therefore, there are several things that must be 

considered when translating a text, and this is also the case when translating children’s 

literature or translating literature for children (the functions of an ST and a TT can be 

different, and thus there are cases where they have different target audiences). Expressive 

language, such as neologisms, wordplay and allusions, is something that is often 

extensively used in children’s literature for various purposes, creating even further 

challenges for translators (Epstein 2012). One author who is well-known within the field of 

children’s literature and also for the amount of lexical creations he has included in many 

of his popular works is Roald Dahl. This degree project will analyze one of his works that is 

known for its richness in lexical creations, The BFG, and its Japanese translation by Taeko 

Nakamura, with a focus on how specific types of expressive language has been dealt with 

in translation in attempts to achieve an equivalence in effect between the ST and TT. 

 

 

1.1 Aim and scope 

 

The idiolect (individual speech style) of one of the main characters of Roald Dahl’s The 

BFG (“the BFG”, an uneducated giant with a rich vocabulary of lexical creations) will be 

analyzed in both the ST and the TT, with a particular focus on neologisms, wordplay and 

allusions. This How the translator has dealt with possible translation issues in attempts to 

reach an equivalence in effect in the translation will be under scrutiny. Also, what kind of 

impression and effect the idiolect might have on the ST and TT readers will be speculated 

upon. Thus, the research question for this study is the following: 

 

When looking at the idiolect of the character “the BFG” in Roald Dahl’s The BFG – with a 

focus on neologisms, wordplay and allusions – what difficulties exist in the source text 

(ST) and what efforts have been made by the translator in attempts to achieve an 

equivalent effect in the target text (TT)? How has the use of neologisms, wordplay and 

allusions been dealt with in the Japanese translation? 
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2. Background and Previous Research 

 

In this section of the paper, background and previous research relevant for the study will 

be introduced. 

 

2.1 Translation Studies 
 

Translation studies is the term for the academic discipline that studies and investigates 

issues that are related to the practice of translation.  The practice of translation itself is 

something that has been discussed and written about for a very long time, as you can find 

writings about it that go far back in recorded history, but it was not until the latter half of 

the 20th century that it developed into an independent academic discipline (Munday 2016, 

Hasegawa 2011). When it comes to the practice of translation, scholars had for a very long 

time been debating about whether translators should apply a literal, “word-for-word” 

translation or a free, “sense-for-sense” translation. This, however, changed around the 

1950s-1960s, when among else the issue of meaning and “equivalence” became a new 

focal point in the field, and one of the field’s most important figures, Eugene Nida, were 

one of the people who proposed influential concepts about equivalence (Munday 2016). 

 

2.1.1 Equivalence and equivalent effect 
 

Nida (1964) introduced in one of his concepts two different types of equivalence: formal 

equivalence and dynamic equivalence. The former, formal equivalence, is acutely oriented 

towards the ST and focuses on both the form and content of its message. Thus, the 

message in the target language needs to match the different elements of the source 

language as closely as possible, so that various formal elements of the ST are reproduced 

in the TT (Nida 1964). Dynamic equivalence, on the other hand, is based on the so called 

“principle of equivalent effect”, as it is concerned with creating substantially the same 

relationship (the same effect) between the TL (target language) message and the TL reader 

as that which existed between the SL (source language) message and the SL reader (Nida 

1964:159). Therefore, dynamic equivalence is receptor-oriented, and achieving “complete 

naturalness of expression” is essential. This is also why adaptions of lexicon, cultural 

references and grammar is essential, in order to achieve this naturalness for the target 

culture readers (Nida 1964:167). However, according to Munday (2016), Nida’s concept of 

equivalent effect and equivalence has received a great deal of criticism as well, among 

others with questions about how it is possible for effect to be measured, and how a text can 

have the same effect or create the same response from readers of two different cultures. 

Munday (2016:69) further remarks that “the whole question of equivalence inevitably 

entails subjective judgement from the translator or analyst”. 
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2.1.2 Foreignization and domestication 

Another theory within translation studies that is of relevance to this study is Venuti’s 

(2008) theory of foreignization and domestication. The former is a translating 

strategy where the TT reader is moved towards the ST author, whereas in the latter the ST 

author is moved towards the TT reader. By applying foreignization to a translation, the 

translator both keeps and emphasizes elements from the ST that might be foreign for the 

TT readers, staying as loyal as possible to the ST and its writer. On the other hand, 

through domestication, the translation is adapted to the TT readers and their culture, so 

that the features of the ST become “domesticated” and thus the translation is more loyal to 

the TT target audience than to the ST author (Venuti 2008, Hasegawa 2011). 

 

 

2.2 Previous research 

In this section, previous research relevant for this study will be introduced. 

 

2.2.1 Translation of children’s literature (or translating for children) 
 

It has been argued that, as opposed to when translating for adults, the limitation in 

experience and world knowledge among young readers is an issue that is often solved by 

domesticating the translation, and therefore domestication is a frequently used technique 

when translating for children in the target culture – moving the text closer to the TT target 

audience (Lathey 2006:7). One focal point for Oittinen (2000) when it comes to 

translating for children, is that translators do not translate merely “as adults”, but that 

they all, as they are former children, have an image of children and childhood that is 

shared with their society, and they apply this image when translating for children. She 

argues that everything that is created for children “reflects our views of childhood, of being 

a child”, although this image of childhood is not something that stays constant, as the 

concept that a certain society has of childhood changes throughout different eras (Oittinen 

2000:41). 

 

2.2.2 Children’s literature and “expressive language” 

Epstein (2012:17-18) uses the term “expressive language”, which includes linguistic 

features such as neologisms (“new” words), wordplay and allusions. The term is described 

as an “approximation” and that “it is when something is described in terms of something 

else or when language is employed to represent something that arguably cannot be 

represented in language”. In other words, the different types of expressive language work 

on both a literal and a figurative level, which, in turn, can problematize their translation. 

Furthermore, also challenging is the fact that all types of expressive language are very 

specific to their culture and language (Epstein 2012). Expressive language can be used in 
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children’s literature for various reasons, of which to entertain is only one example, but the 

functions can also change in translations (Epstein 2012).  

 

2.2.3 Expressive language in translation 

Research conducted by Epstein (2012) on translating expressive language in children’s 

literature (or literature that is to be translated for children) is what became part of the 

inspiration for the present study. Epstein (2012) uses examples from several works and 

their translations to Scandinavian languages to discuss different types of expressive 

language and suggest possible translation strategies for handling the challenges that can 

arise when translating these linguistic features. The works that have been chosen for the 

study are popular children’s literature that contain a vast amount of expressive language, 

such as, for example, four works by Roald Dahl – The BFG being one of them. However, 

possible further research is suggested, and it is, among else, suggested that “analyzing how 

the same or a similar corpus of texts has been translated to other languages would help 

broaden the results and could also give information on how translation is viewed and/or 

enacted in Scandinavia versus in other countries/cultures” (Epstein 2012:239). 

Furthermore, as will be seen in section 3.2., the models that Epstein’s (2012) uses for 

categorization of expressive language case types and translation strategies will be applied 

in this study. 

 

2.2.4 Other further research 

First, Netley (1992:195) conducted a study concerning the difficulty of “decoding cultural 

signs” when translating into other languages. Netley (1992) argues that translators must 

try to recognize numerous cultural meanings in a text when translating and reconstructing 

these ST cultural signs by using signs that belong to the TT culture. She uses one of Roald 

Dahl’s works (Matilda) and its Japanese translation to demonstrate these difficulties, 

which are caused both by the differing languages and cultural codes, and how these 

difficulties can result in differences between the ST and TT. One example of a differing 

cultural code between English and Japanese, which can result in giving a different image 

of a character, is the use of insulting words (Netley 1992). 

Furthermore, a study by González Cascallana (2006) also concerns cultural signs in 

translation, and how these can be more challenging for translators than the linguistic 

difficulties of texts might be. In this study, it is argued that these challenges increase 

whenever a translation is intended for children, and thus it analyzes culture-bound 

translation issues when translating for children.  

Finally, in a study by Cheetnam (2016), the lexical creativity of Roald Dahl is discussed 

and The BFG is stated as being the work with the greatest number of created words, due to 

the highly distinguishing idiolect that Dahl created for the character “the BFG”. Also, a 

proposition is made for “Dahl’s neologisms [having] an inherent humorous effect” 

(Cheetnam 2016:107). 
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3. Material and method 
 

In this section, the material and method applied to this study will be presented. 
 

3.1 Material 

The material (ST and TT) used as data for this study is Roald Dahl’s The BFG (Puffin 

Books, 2007, consisting of a length of 208 pages, 24 chapters in total) and its Japanese 

translation オ・ヤサシ巨人BFG [o yasashi kyojin BFG] (評論社 [Hyoronsha], 2006), 

translated by Taeko Nakamura (中村妙子). The ST, The BFG, consists of a number of 

dialogue lines between its two main characters, and the peculiar idiolect of one of them, 

the giant the BFG, will be analyzed. The BFG is a character that has never been educated 

in how to speak properly, as he is a giant, and therefore he makes several lexical and 

grammatical errors. However, he also has an extensively rich vocabulary when it comes to 

lexical creations – such as neologisms, wordplay, and allusions.  

 

3.2 Method 

When conducting the analysis for this study, first the ST will be analyzed and possible 

translation problems in the speech of the BFG will be identified. The main translation 

problems that are to be analyzed are cases of neologisms, wordplay and allusions, which 

will be picked out and added to a table (repeated items will be excluded, unless they differ 

significantly from earlier cases), and there will also be a separate table for items that are 

unique to the TT. The next step will be to analyze the TT and see what efforts the 

translator has made in order to deal with the identified translation problems and in 

attempts to reach an equivalence in effect between the ST and TT.  

Furthermore, Epstein’s (2012) models for categorization (both for case type and 

translation strategy) will be applied. However, as Epstein (2012) analyzes translations 

between English and Scandinavian languages, her models are not always entirely 

applicable to this study, as Japanese is considerably different from Scandinavian 

languages, and therefore some adjustments may also become necessary. 

 

3.2.1 Case type  

Neologisms, wordplay and allusions are the types of expressive language that are in focus 

in this study. 

3.2.1.1 Neologisms 

A neologism is defined as “a new word or a pre-existing word used in a new way or given a 

new definition” (Epstein 2012:18). There are different ways to form neologisms. Novel 

usage/shifting is when language is used in a new way, intentionally or not – it can be 

“respelling a word, changing its grammar, giving it a new meaning, or otherwise using it in 
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a new and different way” (Epstein 2012:32). This includes neologistic mistakes (e.g., 

“scrumdiddlyumptious” (Dahl 2007:26)) and spoonerisms (e.g., “catasterous disastrophe” 

(Dahl 2007:66)). Borrowing is to employ a lexical item from a different language. 

Creation is to create a word “from nothing”, or, in other words, to not create a word from 

existing words. Modification is to modify already existing words by, for example, creating 

noun compounds, blends, or using derivation (adding or removing a prefix or suffix 

to/from a word) (Epstein 2012). 

3.2.1.2 Wordplay 

Wordplay is when a word, phrase or sentence is used with more than one layer of 

meaning, and it can include, for example, homophones, which are words that have 

different meanings but sound alike (Epstein 2012). However, homophones that both 

sound the same and are spelled the same are often referred to as homonyms. 

Furthermore, single words, idioms and parts of texts can also be altered in order to create 

a wordplay (Epstein 2012). An idiom is “a set expression with a non-literal meaning” 

(Epstein 2012:18) and there are several cases of these, including other set expressions, 

being altered in one way or another in the source text The BFG. An example of wordplay 

through an erroneous idiom, or an “original phrasal lexis” (Cheetham 2015), is “once in a 

blue baboon” (Dahl 2007:88) (cf. “once in a blue moon”). 

3.2.1.3 Allusion 

An allusion, or “intertextuality”, is a reference to something that already exists (other 

texts, people, objects, etc.) and they can often be culturally bound references (Epstein 

2012). However, this does not mean that everyone within the same culture is familiar with 

what is being referred to, as everything depends on a reader’s cultural or historical 

knowledge, both in the case of source text readers and target text readers (Epstein 2012).  

 

3.2.2 Translation strategies 

Epstein (2012:25-26) suggests different translation strategies that can be applied for 

expressive language, and the following strategies are suggested for neologisms, wordplay 

and allusions:  

1. Deletion is to delete the feature of expressive language or/and its associations. 

(25) 

2. Replacement is replacing the expressive language with, for example, another item 

of expressive language (either of the same or another type of expressive language) 

or an item of standard or non-figurative language. (25) 

3. Addition is when something is added in the translation, such as new expressive 

language, associations or other extra text. (25) 

4. Explanation is to explain the expressive language, either outside the text 

(paratextually) or within the text (intratextually). (25) 

5. Compensation means to use the same type of expressive language, although in 

different places or amounts than the ST. (25) 
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6. Literal translation (only applicable to allusions) means recreating the expressive 

language in the TL, but this often results in it losing its original connotations. (26) 

7. Adaption (not applicable to wordplay) means to keep the expressive language but 

changing some part of it (e.g. spelling or grammar). (26) 

8. Retention means to keep the expressive language at hand and, hopefully, also its 

associations, or, in other cases, just keep either the expressive language or its 

associations. However, it is not often that retention works as a translation 

strategy, unless the expressive language at hand, including its associations, is 

shared between the source and target cultures (Epstein 2012:25-26). 
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4. Results and analysis 

In this section, the results of the present study will be presented and analyzed. 

 
4.1 Overall results 

In The BFG, both in the ST and the TT, 19 out of the 24 chapters contained dialogue that 

include the BFG. Table 1 below displays the number of identified cases of neologisms, 

wordplay and allusions in the ST and TT (not including repeated cases of these features, 

except for a few cases where a feature is used or translated in a significantly different 

manner). Although the number of identified cases differ in the ST and TT, in both texts 

neologisms were most common, followed by wordplay and then allusions. However, some 

additional features that are peculiar to the BFG’s idiolect will be discussed in subsection 

4.5.  

 
Table 1: Overview of results in expressive language features  

 Neologisms Wordplay Allusions TOTAL 

ST 280 (79%) 53 (15%) 22 (6%) 355 

TT 87 (71%) 28 (23%) 8 (6%) 123 

 
Some of the TT-cases are features that the translator had also applied in occasions where 

there were none in the ST, which can work as compensation for ST-features that have been 

lost in translation. Table 2 displays how many of the TT-cases are translations of ST-cases 

and how many are unique for the TT. 

 

Table 2: Expressive language features in the TT 

 Neologisms Wordplay Allusions TOTAL 

TT (translated) 36 (57%) 19 (30%) 8 (13%) 63 

TT-unique 51 (85%) 9 (15%) - 60 

 

 
The different translation strategies that the translator applied for the identified cases of 

expressive language can be seen in table 3. There were three strategies that were mainly 

applied: replacement with standard or non-figurative language, deletion, and replacement 

with expressive language (i.e. neologism, wordplay or allusion).  

 
Table 3: Overview of translation strategies 

Repl. 

(standard 

lang.)  

Repl. 

(expressive 

lang.) 

Deletion Retention Adaption Explanation Addition Others 

(“ateji”) 

TOTAL 

187 

(52%) 

48 (13%) 95 

(27%) 

9 (3%) 3 (1%) 
 

4 (1%) 7 (2%) 5 (1%)  

358  
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However, as Epstein (2012) also explains, there are some occasions where more than one 

strategy can be used for translating an ST feature (e.g. translating a neologism with 

replacement and explanation). 

 

4.2 Neologisms 

First of all, as could be seen in table 1, in both the ST and the TT, the majority of the 

identified cases of the three different types of expressive language were neologisms (79% 

of all identified cases in the ST and 71% in the TT). However, the use of neologisms was 

more extensive in the ST, as many cases of ST neologisms were either replaced with 

standard language or deleted in the TT (see table 5 in 4.2.2).  

 

4.2.1 Types 

As seen in 3.2.1.1, Epstein (2012) identifies three ways of forming neologisms: novel usage, 

modification and creation. In table 4 below, the number of identified neologisms and their 

types can be seen, both ST and TT neologisms. Furthermore, 51 (59%) of the 87 identified 

TT neologisms were TT-unique neologisms. 

 
Table 4: Identified neologisms (ST and TT) and neologism types 

 Novel usage Modification 

(compounds, 

blends, derivation) 

Creation TOTAL 

ST 106 (38%) 116 (41%) 58 (21%) 280 

TT 76 (87%) 11 (13%)  - 87 

 
 

Among the 280 identified ST neologisms, the main type was modification, followed by 

novel usage and thereafter creation. On the other hand, in the TT, there was a clear 

majority of novel usage neologisms, making up 87% of the TT neologisms. Modification 

made up the remaining 13%, as no neologisms of creation were identified in the TT. 

When first looking at the different types of neologisms, it is possible to say that there are 

different levels to the creativity of them or how “neologistic” the identified neologisms are. 

The most creative level would be to create neologisms that do not derive from already 

known words, and less creative levels would be neologisms that have, as Epstein (2012:52) 

expresses it, “some level of non-standardness, but the translations are not fully 

neologistic”, such as cases where a word is used in an erroneous sense, is slightly 

misspelled, or has an erroneous affix. See example (1) for the former, where “snitching” 

has been used instead of the correct “snatching”. 

 

(1)“Every morning I is going out and snitching new dreams” (c.681) 

「わしは毎朝、出かけて新しい夢を捕まえる」 

                                                           
1 The “c.xxx” that will be used in this paper refer to cases that can be found in the appendix 
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However, it is on the other hand a challenge to identify what neologisms could have been 

formed through creation (see 3.2.1.1), as most new words derive in one way or another 

from old words (Epstein 2012). Therefore, among the identified neologisms in this study, 

the ones where a possible “full background” has not been identified, will be counted as 

having been formed to some degree through creation. This includes neologisms in the ST 

that could have been formed partly from an existing word and partly created “from 

nothing”.  

In the ST there were various types of neologisms. There were, for example, many 

neologisms of different types of modification, such as derivation (babblement, c.14, 

disgusterous, c.81), blends (delumptious, c.99, mintick, c.193) and compounds, of which 

some are more transparent and less neologistic (dumbsilly, c.193) than others 

(fizzlecrump, c.237). There were also different types of novel usage, such as misspelled 

words (norphanage, c.183), spoonerisms (jipping and skumping, c.44) and words used in 

an erroneous sense. Finally, there were the neologisms that were categorized as creation 

(crumpscoddle, c.75, squiff-squiddled, c.86), which there were also several of in the ST. 

However, in the TT the neologisms were mainly of the novel usage type, where either a 

word had been used in an erroneous sense or been misspelled. See example (2) for the 

latter, where 標準語（ひょうじゅんご）and 言い間違い have been misspelled, the first 

through a kana being replaced and the other through different kana having been 

rearranged. 

 

(2)「ヒョウジン語のつもりだが、イイチガマイばかしでな」(c.265) 

“I is speaking the most terrible wigglish.” 

 

There were several cases of novel usage in the TT where the neologism used could be both 

a case of misspelling, where kana have been either replaced or rearranged, and using a 

word in an erroneous sense. This can be seen in (3) below, where the neologism could 

either be a misspelled form of 難関（なんかん）or be the word 難民（なんみん）used in a 

wrong sense. 

 

(3)「ちょっとしたナンミンにぶつかっただけで音をあげていては、それこそ、話に

もならん」(c.234) 

“The first titchy bobsticle you meet and you begin shouting you is biffsquiggled” 

 

Furthermore, although most TT neologisms were of novel usage, there were also 11 cases 

of modification identified, such as “ナメクジラ” (c.83), which is a blend of ナメクジ 

(“slug”) and クジラ (“whale”), and “泡立ちエキス” (c.97), which is a compound of 泡立ち
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（泡立つ）and エキス (“extract”). Compounds were the most common cases of 

modification in the TT, as 7 of the 11 identified cases were compounds. 

 

4.2.2 Translation strategies 
 

The different translation strategies that had been applied for the ST neologisms can be 

seen in table 5.  

 

Table 5: Translation strategies for neologisms 

Replacement 

(standard 

language) 

Replacement 

(neologism) 

Replacement 

(other expr. 

lang.) 

Deletion Explanation Addition TOTAL 

165 (60%) 31 (11%) 2 (1%) 71 (26%) 3 (1%) 3 (1%) 275 

 

 

First of all, the most common strategy used was that of replacement with standard 

language, followed by deletion. These seemed most common especially in cases where, for 

example, existing nouns (inanimate or animate), verbs, adjectives or other parts of speech 

have been altered into neologisms and are quite transparent in meaning. For example, 

there were occasions where different types of animals have been turned into neologisms in 

the ST. However, in the TT, these neologisms had in most cases been replaced with 

standard language, which can be seen in (4) below, where neologisms for hippopotamuses 

and crocodiles have been replaced with their standard Japanese equivalents (カバ, ワニ). 

 

(4)“They would be putting me into the zoo or the bunkumhouse with all those 

squiggling hippodumplings and crocadowndillies.” (c.26) 

「カバだの、ワニだのと一緒くたに、動物園にぶちこむだろう」 

 

Notice also that in (4), the BFG seems to use two different names for zoos in the ST, or 

have different zoo types in mind, by using both the existing word and then the neologism 

“bunkumhouse”, whereas only the standard Japanese word for a zoo (動物園) is used in 

the TT. Other types of cases that had often been standardized in the TT were neologisms 

that could be seen as “neologistic mistakes”, as Epstein (2012:31) defines them, such as 

misspelled words, spoonerisms, or other types of neologisms that are fairly transparent in 

meaning. This also includes neologisms of modification, such as more transparent blends 

and compounds, and also neologisms created through derivation. In (5) below, there are 

examples of ST neologisms that were created through derivation, with suffixes either 

changed or added to existing words. However, in the TT these had been replaced with 

standard language. 

(5)“It's disgusterous! [...] It's sickable! It's rotsome! It's maggotwise!” (c.81) 

「まずい！ひどい味だ！吐きそうだ！」 
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Dahl also seems to show a tendency in playing with rhyme and alliteration through 

neologisms in the speech of the BFG (e.g. whoppsy-whiffling, c.4), and this is also 

something that often had been either replaced with standard language or deleted in the 

TT. Example (6) below is an example of two rhyming ST neologisms and how these have 

been standardized in translation. 

 

(6)“They is just moocheling and footcheling around and waiting for the night to 

come.” (c.29) 

「昼間は、ああやってぐうたら時間をつぶし、夜がくるのを待っているのさ。」 

 

In (6), the translator has instead of replacing the ST neologisms with TT neologisms 

attempted to translate the sense of these neologisms, which are opaquer in meaning than 

the neologisms seen in (4) and (5). Deletion had also been applied in similar cases as 

replacement with standard language, i.e. both neologisms that contain an opaquer sense 

and neologisms with a more transparent sense. An example of where an opaque neologism 

has been deleted can be seen in (7), where the ST neologism “fizzlecrump” has been 

deleted and the sentence containing it has been changed into non-figurative language in 

the TT.  

 

(7)“Be careful to hang on tight! […] We is going fast as a fizzlecrump!” (c.237) 

「しっかりつかまっているんだぞ！少しスピードをあげるからな！」 

 

There was one group of neologisms in particular that was on almost all identified 

occasions either deleted or standardized, and that is taboo words, curse words or insulting 

words. Although it is not possible to know for certain if they have been applied by Dahl as 

taboo, curse or insulting words, their contexts and also their position in the sentences 

where they are used can give the impression of them being intended by the BFG in such a 

manner. One example of a neologism that is employed as a curse word in the ST, but 

deleted in the TT, can be seen in example (8). 

 

(8)“This is a sizzling-hot muckfrumping country we is living in. Nothing grows in it 

except snozzcumbers.” (c.55) 

「わしらが住んでいるこの巨人国はめっぽう暑くて、ろくなものが実らない。お

ばけキュウリがせいぜいだ。」 

 

Sloshbuckling (c.238) and gropefluncking (c.166) are other identified neologisms that 

seem to work as curse words in the same manner as “muckfrumping”, and they were also 

deleted in the Japanese translation. On the other hand, insult words such as rotrasper and 

fizzwiggler (c.48) were instead replaced with standard Japanese, of which the former can 
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be seen in (9) below. In this translation, そいつ has been applied to the translation, and 

even if this word can be derogatory and thus create a certain tone despite not functioning 

as a curse word, it might not result in the same effect as the ST neologism might result in. 

 

(9)“The rotten old rotrasper!” (c.47) 

「そいつはたまらんな！」 

 

González Cascallana (2006) argues that the way certain cultural codes, such as insults, are 

translated is often governed by a culture’s educational and ideological norms. Netley 

(1992) also discusses the use of insulting words and how both the amount of insulting 

words and the number of ways in which you can turn words into insulting words or taboo 

words is much higher in English than it is in Japanese. Netley (1992) further argues that it 

is not possible to translate altered or invented insulting words into Japanese and also have 

the words result in the same effect, among else because insulting words can sound too 

strong in Japanese. These arguments could possibly explain or at least partially explain 

why the neologisms that have been created for taboo or insulting words in the ST have 

been either deleted completely or replaced with standard language in the TT. 

However, although replacement with standard language and deletion seem to have been 

the two most common strategies applied for the Japanese TT, there were several cases of 

TT-unique neologisms. These could be cases of compensation for lost features of 

expressive language in the ST, as they have been applied in places in the text where there 

were no such features in the ST. This can be seen for example in (10), where a new 

neologism (a blend of イチジク and 著しく, いちじるしく, the Japanese word for “fig” and 

a high register word for すごく) has been added as compensation for the standardized ST 

neologism “swigpill” (“Majester” is also an ST neologism, but it has been translated and 

used in other places as ヒイカ, a novel usage of 陛下, へいか). 

 

(10) “Owch! [..] Please, what is this horrible swigpill I is drinking, Majester?” (c.298) 

「な、何でありましょうかな、このイチジクルシク不快な、汚水のごとき飲み物

は？」 

 

Finally, there were also several cases where replacement with neologism had been adapted 

in the TT. This was especially the case for neologisms that are more central in the story, 

such as names for things or concepts that are new and specific for The BFG, as for example 

snozzcumber (c.55). This neologism, despite being semantically opaque to a certain extent, 

partly derives from “cucumber”, and since it is a compelling vegetable, it has been 

translated as おばけキュウリ (c.55), a compound of “obake” (a Japanese term for a type of 

ghost or demon) and “cucumber”. Other examples are neologisms for different dreams: 

phizzwizard – ステッキ夢 (c.132), trogglehumper – ウナサレ夢 (c.135), grobswitcher – 
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オバケ夢 (c.140), ringbeller – ナンテンス夢 (c.173). With these ST neologisms, even if the 

sense of them may not be completely transparent, components of the words can give a 

sense of whether they are positive or negative, but nothing says that they are dreams. In 

the TT, this is made clearer, as all the neologisms work as compounds with 夢, “dream”, 

and the components that come before 夢 help defining whether the dream is good or not. 

Moreover, ステッキ (c.291) (cf. すてき) and ナンテンス (c.31) (cf. ナンセンス) were also 

separate TT neologisms, i.e. they also appear without 夢. 

Furthermore, names of a few animals that do not have clear sources of derivation in the ST 

(i.e. not transparent in sense) had also been translated with TT-neologisms: humplecrimp 

- クダラ (c.73), wraprascal - ヒロクマ (c.74), crumpscoddle - オオタミ(c.75). What is 

clear here, however, is that whereas the ST neologisms are opaque in meaning, the TT 

neologisms are not, as they are altered versions of Japanese names for animals (e.g. しろ

くま, おおかみ).  Neologisms can also be applied in children’s literature to refer to not only 

insulting words, but also “taboo or impolite issues” (Epstein 2012:35), such as 

whizzpopping (c.108), a word for flatulence. Out of all the identified taboo related 

neologisms, whizzpopping was the only one that was translated with a neologism in the 

TT – ゴナラ (c.108), which derives from the Japanese word for flatulence, おなら. 

Therefore, here as well, the sense of the TT neologism is more transparent than that of the 

ST neologism. 

Finally, in some cases of replacement with neologism, there was occasions of explanation 

and addition, where explaining or additional text had been added in the translation. One 

such example is (11), where the ST neologisms have been translated into TT neologisms, 

but with additional explanations to the TT neologisms: 

 

(11) “[...] most likely on the telly-telly-bunkum box and the radio squeaker.” 

「 […] テレハクションとかいう四角い箱や、しょっちゅうキーキーしゃべりまく

る、あのゴジラとか、ラジゴとかいう仕掛けにシュツゲンして、わしのことをし

ゃべりまくるに違いない。」(c.27) 

 
 
 

4.3 Wordplay 
 
Among the wordplay identified in the ST and TT, as seen in table 6 in 4.3.1, 53 cases were 

identified in the ST and 28 cases in the TT (9 of these are TT-unique cases).  As for 

translation strategies, as seen in table 7 in 4.3.2, replacement with standard language and 

deletion were most common, but other strategies had also been applied, as well as one 

strategy that is specific for Japanese – the use of ateji (当て字). Ateji can be added above 

or next to kanji or kana as an aid for the reader, and thus it can be utilized to be able to 
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translate a ST wordplay in a manner that a TT reader can understand the connotations 

or/and humour of the wordplay. 

 

4.3.1 Types 

There were two main types of wordplay that had been applied in the ST and TT: 

homophonic or homonymic wordplay (wordplay with a word that sound the same and is 

possibly even spelled the same as a different word), and wordplay with altered idioms or 

expressions, i.e. “original phrasal lexis” (Cheetham 2015:95).  

 

Table 6: Identified cases of wordplay (ST and TT) 

 Homophonic/homonymic 

wordplay 

Original phrasal 

lexis 

Others TOTAL 

ST 17 (32%) 32 (60%) 4 (8%) 53 

TT 10 (36%) 11 (39%) 7 (25%) 28 

 

As table 6 shows, the most common type of wordplay was that of original phrasal lexis. 

These could be formed, for example, by changing a word in a set expression or idiom to a 

different word or a neologism. The former type can be seen in “barking up the wrong dog” 

(c.192) (cf. barking at the wrong tree) and the latter in “シタチヂミを打つ” (c.268) (cf. 舌

鼓, したつづみ). Homophonic and homonymic wordplay came second, although both this 

type and original phrasal lexis wordplay were identified in more occasions in the ST than 

in the TT. “Oh, Ruler of Straight Lines!” (c.213) is an example of homonymic wordplay, as 

it is a wordplay on the two meanings of “ruler”.  

 

4.3.2 Translation strategies 
 

Table 7: Translation strategies for wordplay 

Repl. 

(stand. 

Lang.)  

Repl. 

(wordplay) 

Repl. 

(other 

expr. 

lang.)   

Del. Expl. Add. Retention Ateji TOTAL 

19 (32%) 7 (12%) 3 (5%) 17 

(28%) 

1 (2%) 3 (5%) 6 (10%) 4 (7%) 60 

 

 

In most cases of ST wordplay, the wordplay was either replaced with standard, non-

figurative language or deleted. The translator adapted these translation strategies 

especially to the original phrasal lexis type of wordplay, and an example of this type of ST 

wordplay that has been replaced with non-figurative language can be seen in (12). 
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(12) “I is in a bit of a puddle” (c.207) (cf. to be in a pickle) 

「方向の見当がつかなくなってね」 

 

There were also a few cases where these strategies had been used on homophonic 

wordplay as well, and one of these are seen in (13), where “Baghdad” and “bag dad” are the 

homophonic components of the wordplay. However, the whole sentence with this 

wordplay has been deleted in the TT. 

 

(13)“Fleshlumpeater did that one! He went off to Baghdad to bag dad and mum and all 

the little kiddles!” (c.224) 

「間違いなく、マルゴト巨人の仕業ですて！」 

 

On the other hand, there were also cases of wordplay that had been replaced with another 

wordplay (and cases of replacing the wordplay with for example neologisms), and there 

were also cases of TT-unique wordplay that may have been applied as compensation for 

lost ST wordplay or the loss of other expressive language. Two examples of the former can 

be seen in (14) and (15) below, where the first is an ST erroneous idiom (cf. curiosity killed 

the cat) that has been translated with a TT idiom that is also erroneous (cf. 知らぬがほと

け “Ignorance is a bliss”). The latter is a ST erroneous idiom (spoonerism, cf. before you 

can say Jack Robinson), which has been replaced with a different type of wordplay in the 

TT, an erroneous palindrome (cf. タケヤブヤケタ), i.e. a word, phrase or sentence that 

sounds the same no matter if it is read from the beginning or from the end. The first TT 

wordplay is erroneous as a word in the idiom has been replaced with another word spelled 

in katakana, whereas in the palindrome, the final やけた has been replaced with タテタテ

タテタ. 

 

(14) “Curiosity is killing the rat” (c.247) 

「知らぬがハナミズ」 

(15) “I is going down and I shall untie them myself before you can say rack jobinson” 

(c.248) 

「わしが下りて行こう。おまえさん方がタケヤブタテタテタテタと言いおわらん

うちに、あいつらのロープをほどいてもどるよ」 

 

Moreover, among the TT-unique wordplay there was among else “メジクラ立てんでもら

いたい” (c.262), which is an altered version of the expression 目くじらを立てる, as 目くじ

ら has been changed to a neologism by rearranging the kana of the word. Another example 

is ホネとカバ (c.263), from 骨と皮 (ほねとかわ), where one of the words has been 
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replaced. However, a similar version of this wordplay, ハネとカバ (c.78), has also been 

used earlier as a replacement to the erroneous ST expression skin and groans.  

Finally, another translation strategy that must be mentioned is ateji. Although it could be 

a part of explanation, it is something that still contrasts from the translation strategies in 

Epstein’s (2012) research, as there is nothing equivalent to ateji in English or the 

Scandinavian languages. Through applying ateji, the translator has been able to translate 

four cases of ST homophonic/homonymic wordplay without losing either form or 

homophonic or homonymic connotations completely. An explanation is given to the TT 

reader about the wordplay in such a way that the wordplay could result a similar effect of 

(for example) humor for the TT reader as it may have resulted in for the ST reader, 

presuming that the TT reader understands the full meaning conveyed through the use of 

ateji. For example, in (16) the ST wordplay is based on “Greece” and “greasy”, as the noun 

form of the latter, “grease”, is homophonic with the former. This homophonic wordplay 

has been transferred into Japanese through adding the ateji グリース above the Japanese 

equivalents for “Greece” and “greasy”. Furthermore, グリース is also a loan word in 

Japanese for “grease”, which facilitates the use of ateji here. The same can be said for ライ

ト and レフト in (17), although the main difference being that ライト does not also carry 

the meaning of “correct”, as the English “right” does. As this layered meaning is what 

creates the pun in the ST, the connotations in the pun might only be transferred to the TT 

reader if the reader understands the double meaning of the English word “right”. 

However, the translator has applied additional text as explanation for the wordplay, 

providing further aid for the reader. 

 

(16) “Greeks from Greece is all tasting greasy” (c.11) 

「ギリシア
グ リ ー ス

のニンゲンマメは脂っこ
グ リ ー ス

すぎる」 

(17)“I cannot be right all the time. Quite often I is left instead of right.” (c.32) 

「わしもイイチガマイをすることがあるようだしな。ときには右
ライト

になったり、

左
レフト

になったり。合ってたり、間違ってたり」 

 
 

4.4 Allusions 

 
When it comes to allusions, 22 cases were identified in the ST, whereas eight cases were 

identified in the TT. However, there were no identified cases of TT-unique allusions. 

 

Table 8: Identified allusions (ST and TT) 

 “Regular” allusions “Altered” allusions (allusion 

and neologism) 

TOTAL 

ST 14 (64%) 8 (36%) 22 

TT 7 (88%) 1 (12%) 8 
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4.4.1 Types 

There were mainly two identified types of allusions in the ST. The first type was “regular” 

allusions, where, for example, specific people, objects, consumables, or songs were 

referred to. The second type was altered allusions, or, as Epstein (2012:131) defines them, 

allusions that have been “employed humorously, if an author slightly changes an allusion 

and plays with it in some way”. These identified altered allusions could be identified as 

both allusions and neologisms, if they were words that had been altered in a neologistic 

manner, such as hopscotchy (c.111) and scotch-hopper (c.72), which both could allude to 

the children’s game hopscotch.  

 

4.4.2 Translation strategies 
 

When Epstein (2012) discusses the translation of allusions, it is stated that retention and 

replacement are common strategies for children’s literature, and that deletion, on the 

other hand, is not very common as a strategy as translators in general only apply deletion 

if they believe that an allusion is too distant from the target readers and do not feel the 

necessity of replacing it with an allusion from the target culture. Nevertheless, as seen in 

table 9, in this study, although various strategies (retention and the different types of 

replacement among them) had been applied and the majority of the ST allusions had been 

translated in one way or another, deletion was the strategy had been applied the most 

frequently of all the different strategies. 

 

Table 9: Translation strategies for allusions 

Repl. 

(stand. 

lang,) 

Repl. 

(allusion) 

Repl. 

(other 

expr. 

lang) 

Deletion Addition Retention Adaption Ateji TOTAL 

3 (13%) 1 (4%) 4 

(17%) 

7 (30%) 1 (4%) 3 (13%) 3 (13%) 1 (4%) 23 

 

 

First of all, deletion was applied to many of the altered ST allusions that were also 

neologisms, as well as many cases of ST allusions that might not be very well known 

outside of the source culture, such as “muscles and cockles alive alive-o” (c.35) and “pop 

goes the weasel” (c.238), where the former refers to an Irish song and the latter is an 

English nursery rhyme. 

Second, all the cases of ST allusions that had been translated through retention were cases 

where the referents referred to internationally known places, objects or people, such as 

Labrador, Panama hats, and, as seen in (18), Charles Dickens. Note that the allusion in 
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(18) is a mispronunciation, a spoonerism, and the translated allusion is also in the form of 

a spoonerism. 

 
(18) “By Dahl's Chickens” (c.175) 

「ダールズ・チキンズ作だよ」 
 

Regarding replacement, there were both cases of replacement with an allusion or other 

expressive language and replacement with standard language. However, in the former 

type, replacing the allusion with a TT neologism or wordplay was most common. An 

example of this, with a wordplay replacing an ST allusion, can be seen in (19). The 

Japanese wordplay is an altered expression, where the correct expression would be 年の

功, which means to be wise due to old age (wisdom of age). This expression has been 

altered as 年 has been replaced first with トカゲ (lizard), and then with カメ (turtle), as 

turtles are symbolic in Japanese culture due to their very long lifespan. 

 

(19) “Titchy little snapperwhippers like you should not be higgling around with an old 

sage and onions who is hundreds of years more than you.” (c.147) 

「おまえさんのようなチビのワカランチンがトカゲの功、カメの功、わしのよう

なケンメイな巨人に言いさからうのは感心せんな」 

 

There was only one case of replacement with allusion identified. This case can be seen in 

(20), where the ST allusion is also partly a neologism (Noddy). “Land of Noddy” is 

translated as ラムネの国, and in both the ST and TT, Sophie “corrects” the BFG, with the 

correct allusion, “Land of Nod” and “眠りの国”. The Japanese ねむり becomes ラムネ, 

which is an allusion to the Japanese drink “Ramune”. 

 
(20) “Every afternoon [..] all these giants is in the Land of Noddy.” (c.227) 

「あいつらは毎日、午後になると、きまってラムネの国へ出かける習慣でね」 
 

Finally, although ateji was found mainly in cases of wordplay translation, there was also 

one case of ateji in the translation of allusions. This can be seen in (21), where the ST plays 

with an allusion referring to Wellington boots. In the TT, the translator used the Japanese 

word for “boots” (長靴) in the BFG’s reply to Sophie’s question, just like in the ST, but here 

an explanation to the allusion is added by applying ateji of “Wellington” in katakana above 

長靴. Thus, giving the TT reader an aid to understand that there is a connection between 

Wellington and boots. 

 
(21) Sophie: “What do the people of Wellington taste of?” 

 BFG: “Boots” (c.23) 

 Sophie: 「ウェリントンの人って、どんな味がするんでしょう？」 

 BFG:「長 靴
ウェリントン

の味に決まっておろうが」 
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4.5 Other features 

 
Besides expressive language there were also other features in the idiolect of the BFG that 

could add to the impression and effect that is left on the readers, both in the ST and the 

TT.  

First, in the ST, the most prominent of these features was the incorrect use of grammar, 

which could be seen especially in subject-verb agreement errors. This type of error (e.g. 

saying “I is” instead of “I am”) was highly frequent in the BFG’s speech and it could be 

seen in several of the examples that have been given in this analysis. However, this feature 

of frequent grammatical errors was not reflected in the TT idiolect. On the other hand, 

there was a different reoccurring feature identified in the TT that could have been 

intended as compensation for the loss of erroneous grammar, and this is the use of 

katakana for words that are normally written in kanji and/or hiragana (see example (11), 

シュツゲン (出現)). Most of these cases were 漢語, or Sino-Japanese words, i.e. words of 

Chinese origin, such as 提案 (テーアン, c.226), 豪勢 (ゴーセー, c.217), 適宜 (テキギ, c.39). 

This type of feature in the TT could reflect that the BFG has a wide vocabulary but that he 

does not use the language in a correct manner. There were also a few occasions in the TT 

where the BFG “corrects” himself, when he either has made a mistake or is about to make 

a mistake (see cases 89, 276, 288). There were also other specific linguistic features from 

the Japanese language that the translator had applied to the idiolect of the BFG that could 

further compensate for lost ST features, such as the loss of grammatical errors and 

features of expressive language. One of these features was the use of ideophones (where 

“ideo” means “idea” and “phone” means “sound”), as Japanese is a language that is rich in 

ideophones. These often carry expressive and propositional meanings, but their meanings 

can often be difficult to define (Hasegawa 2011). There are two types of ideophones in 

Japanese: onomatopoetic words, which imitate actual sounds, and mimetic words, which 

describe non-auditory states, such as a movement or emotion (Inose 2008). Although 

both types could be found in the speech of the BFG, onomatopoeia had been used to a 

wider extent (e.g.キーキー in example (11), section 4.2.2.). 

Furthermore, although there was a number of archaic words (e.g. fibster, higgle, grabble) 

and informal words in the ST, the use of register was even more apparent in the TT, as 

both very informal words and very high register words had been applied in the speech of 

the BFG. This could be seen in for example the use of colloquialisms (e.g. なんぞ, こったろ

う, ばかし) and honorific speech. In (22), an example of honorific speech can be seen, 

where the honorific phrase has been used erroneously due to one word being altered into a 

neologism (cf. お初にお目にかかります). 

 

(22) 「これはこれは女王ヒイカ、オハチにお目にかかります」(c.294) 
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Finally, social register was also displayed in the TT by the use of yakuwarigo (a term 

coined by Kinsui), or “role language”, as the role language of elderly males had been 

applied for the BFG, by him using among else the first-person pronoun わし (cf. 私), the 

verb of existence おる (cf. いる), the negative ん (cf. ない) and the copula じゃ (cf. だ) 

(Teshigawara & Kinsui 2011).   
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5. Discussion 
 
The aim of this study was to analyze the idiolect of “the BFG” both in the English ST and 

its Japanese translation, with a focus on the use of neologisms, wordplay and allusions 

and how these have been applied or translated in the Japanese TT. Thus, what efforts the 

translator has made in attempts to achieve an equivalent effect in the TT was to be 

analyzed.   

According to Cheetham (2016:93), the language used by the BFG is Roald Dahl’s “most 

mentioned achievement”, and this can explain the vast amount of expressive language that 

was identified in the ST in this study. Furthermore, as seen in table 1 in section 4.1, the 

number of identified cases of neologisms, wordplay and allusions in the ST was over 

double the amount found in the TT, but in both the ST and TT, the number of neologisms 

was the highest, followed by wordplay and then allusions. 

First of all, the fact that neologisms were a frequent and central feature in the idiolect of 

the BFG in the ST could result in them playing a vital part in the impression that ST 

readers might get of this character. Furthermore, the use of various types of neologisms or 

mistakes that result in neologisms could result in humorous effects for the readers and 

also convey, for example, the fact that the BFG is not educated but that he is still very 

creative lexically and has a rich vocabulary. However, most of these neologisms in the ST 

had been either replaced with standard language (60%) or deleted (26%) in the Japanese 

TT. That 60% of the neologisms have been standardized can also reflect Epstein’s 

(2012:54) statement about translators often standardizing neologisms in children’s 

literature, which according to her is surprising as this can result in the translation not 

always creating the same impression of a character as in the ST.  

Nevertheless, there were still several cases (11%) when ST neologisms had been replaced 

with TT neologisms, and the translator had also applied 51 TT-unique neologisms in 

places where there were no expressive language features in the ST. But then, when looking 

at the creativity or the neologistic level of neologisms in the ST and TT, it could be argued 

that this level was higher in the ST, as the variety of neologism types was greater in the ST 

(as could be seen in table 4 in section 4.2.1) and these neologisms did not only vary in type 

but there was also a variety in how neologistic the neologisms are – from erroneous usage, 

misspellings and transparent modifications (compounds and blends) to opaque 

neologisms of creation and modification. In the TT, on the other hand, most of the 

neologisms were of novel usage, and all except one of the TT-unique neologisms were of 

this type. There were also no cases of creation and most of the TT neologisms were more 

transparent neologisms, as the majority could be defined as “neologistic mistakes” (e.g. ヒ

イカ, c.206, イイチガマイ, c.257) and many of the modifications were transparent 

compounds (e.g. おばけキュウリ, c.55, オバケ夢, c.140) (Epstein 2012:31). However, as 

for the creation of neologisms, Epstein (2012) points out that different languages differ in 

the way they create neologisms, and this could possibly also be the case between English 
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and Japanese. On the other hand, Epstein (2012:62) also comments that translators often 

“shy away from [creation and modification]” when it comes to the creation of neologisms. 

Nevertheless, even though the TT neologisms may not have been as lexically creative and 

varied as the ST neologisms, it does not mean that they cannot still create a humorous 

effect for the readers or give a certain impression of the BFG. 

Second, in the case of wordplay, similarly to the case of neologisms, replacement with 

standard language and deletion were the strategies the translator had applied the most. In 

Epstein’s (2012) research, it is mentioned that English has more homophones than the 

Scandinavian languages have, and therefore wordplay in Scandinavian text tend to be 

idiomatic instead of homophonic. Nevertheless, among the wordplay identified in the 

Japanese TT of The BFG, 36% were homophonic and the translator had also in some 

occasions managed to keep ST homophonic wordplay as well. One example is human 

beans (c.3) (cf. human beings), which is a central wordplay in The BFG, as it appears very 

frequently in the text. This wordplay plays on the similar sound of beings and beans, and 

this has been translated with a very similar wordplay in the TT as ニンゲンマメ (c.3), 

which is a compound of 人間 (human) and 豆 (bean) and just as human being and human 

bean are to a certain degree homophonic, so is also ニンゲンマメ and インゲンマメ 

(kidney bean). There were also four cases where the translator had applied ateji in order to 

keep as much as possible of the form and connotations of the ST wordplay (see examples 

(16) and (17) in 4.3.2), which is something that would not be possible in many other 

languages. On the other hand, in the cases of retention, whether or not the target culture 

readers will understand the connotations or the humor of the wordplay might be unclear 

(see e.g. c.41 in appendix).  

Third, there were 22 cases of allusions in the ST and only eight cases were identified in the 

TT, none of which were TT-unique cases. The translator applied various translation 

strategies for the ST allusions, although deletion was applied the most, followed by 

replacement with expressive language. Allusions is something that sometimes can be very 

culture-specific, and according to Hasegawa (2011) allusions make demands on the 

reader’s knowledge and they can also at times not even be recognized by the reader or 

translator. It is also argued that, since TT readers might not understand the ST allusions, 

allusions can be omitted in the TT, unless they are important for understanding the text 

(Hasegawa 2011). This could be a possible reason as to why several of the ST allusions had 

been lost in translation, although there were also allusions that had been kept in the TT 

through retention, adaption, ateji and also one case of replacing an ST allusion with a 

target culture specific allusion (see examples (18), (20) and (21) in 4.4.2). 

Another central feature in the idiolect of the BFG was that of his frequent use of incorrect 

grammar (see 4.5), and this is something that was not mirrored in the TT. This is similar 

to Epstein’s (2012) results, as the Swedish translation of The BFG did not reflect this 

feature either. Furthermore, similarly to the Japanese translation, it had fewer neologisms 

than the ST and due to this combination, Epstein (2012:55) argues that the giant’s idiolect 
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and thus also his personality is weakened in the translation, and that he might also seem 

“silly and stupid rather than creative” due to the less creative neologisms used in 

comparison to the ST. However, in the Japanese TT, the application of different features of 

the Japanese language to the idiolect of the BFG may have been a way for the translator to 

attempt to compensate for the lack of erroneous grammar, the decreased number of 

neologisms and other expressive language, as well as the arguably “less creative” variety of 

neologisms. This could be seen among else by applying katakana for words that are not 

written in katakana, such as Sino-Japanese words, and also the frequent use of 

onomatopoetic words. This, together with sometimes applying high register words (and 

often also very colloquial words) and honorific language could give the impression of the 

BFG having a rich vocabulary, but not using the language in a correct manner. Moreover, 

yakuwarigo is a feature that is used in Japanese fiction to characterize characters through 

the use of certain vocabulary and grammar (Teshigawara & Kinsui 2011), and in this case, 

the translator chose to apply the role language for elderly men to the BFG. All these 

different features could contribute to what type of impression the TT readers might get of 

the BFG through his idiolect. 

Finally, there is the issue concerning equivalence in effect. Nida’s (1964) concept with 

dynamic equivalence (see 2.1.1) was based on translators creating TTs that result in the 

same effect for the target readers that the ST resulted in for the ST readers. However, to 

measure effect objectively would not be possible, and Oittinen (2000) also argues that it is 

not possible for a translation to have the same effect on the TT readers as the ST had on 

the ST readers, due to the fact that situations change, as a translation is written, among 

others, in another time, place, language and culture. Therefore, the type of impression that 

the BFG’s idiolect might give readers can merely be speculated upon. 

Inarguably there are many differences as well as similarities between the ST and the TT. 

Oittinen (2000) argues that the so called skopos (i.e. the purpose or function) of a 

translation is always different from that of an original, because the texts belong to 

different cultures, use different languages and the way the target readers read the text 

differs as well. This could possibly also be the case for The BFG, that differences between 

the ST and TT could be the result of differing skopos, purpose, for the conducting and 

publishing of the Japanese translation. Netley (1992), on the other hand, concludes in her 

study that, among else, the differing cultural codes between the source and target cultures 

often results in the translation becoming completely different from the ST. This could be 

another possible reason for differences between the analyzed features of the ST and TT in 

this study, as, for example, wordplay and allusion are often culture-bound. González 

Cascallana (2006) includes both wordplay (including idioms) and allusions as culture-

specific items that often cause great difficulty in translation and how the translator’s 

choice of applying either domesticating or foreignizing translation strategies (see section 

2.1.2) will display among else how much tolerance there is in the target culture for foreign 

cultural signs. Oittinen (2000) argues that, when translating for children, every act of 
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translation has a skopos and translators should always domesticate their translations 

according to the skopos and be loyal to their target audience. Although the translator for 

The BFG might have applied more domestication to the translation when, for example, not 

transferring several culture-specific items (wordplay, allusions), and also applying many 

Japanese linguistic features to the idiolect of the BFG, it could be argued that 

foreignization also has been applied to a certain degree, as there were cases where ST 

culture-specific items were kept in the TT, no matter if the target audience would 

understand the connotations of the transferred ST items or not. This would be similar to 

the results of González Cascallana’s (2006) study, where it is concluded that both 

domestication and foreignization had been used for the translations that were analyzed. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

As the results and discussion have shown, there are many difficulties that can arise when 

translating the idiolect of the BFG in Roald Dahl’s The BFG, in particular due to the vast 

amount of expressive language that has been applied to it in the ST – especially 

neologisms, but also wordplay and allusions. As Epstein (2012) stated, expressive 

language can prove very challenging for translators, as they often have several layers of 

meaning or can work in both a literal and figurative manner, and they are also very 

language- and culture-specific. It could be argued that this is the case for many or even 

most of the neologisms, wordplay and allusions applied to the idiolect of the BFG in the 

English ST, as there are many neologisms (including the neologistic allusions) that are 

semantically opaque, and there are also various cases of culture-bound features, especially 

among the cases of wordplay and allusions. Therefore, there are both linguistic and 

cultural factors to be considered when attempting to translate these features. The difficulty 

would be expected then to become even greater if the source and target languages and 

cultures are relatively different, which would be the case for the SL (English) and TL 

(Japanese) in this study. When it comes to the efforts the translator did in attempts to 

achieve an equivalent effect with the idiolect in the TT, especially regarding the translation 

of neologisms, wordplay and allusions, various strategies were applied. Even if 

replacement with standard language was the most common strategy (especially for 

neologisms), followed by deletion, the translator still managed to apply expressive 

language features to the TT idiolect, even though the number of these features is much 

higher in the ST. This was mostly achieved through replacement with expressive language 

(normally with the same type of expressive language, but in some occasions with a 

different one) and, especially in the case of neologisms, compensating the loss of ST 

features with TT-unique features of expressive language. In the cases of wordplay and 

allusions, there were also cases where retention or adaption had been applied in order to 

keep the ST feature, and a translation strategy that is not possible in for example English 

or Scandinavian languages, ateji, was also applied in a few cases in order to keep an ST 

wordplay or allusion in the TT. However, there was another central feature of the ST 

idiolect, which is not a feature of expressive language, and that was the grammatically 

erroneous speech of the BFG. This feature, together with many of the expressive language 

features, were not transferred to the TT. Nevertheless, it could be argued that other 

features applied by the translator could have been applied as means to compensate for the 

loss of these ST features, and that is linguistic features specific to the Japanese language, 

such as katakana (where it is not normally used), variety of words and register, 

onomatopoeia, and role language. Even though equivalence in effect is something that is 

impossible to measure objectively, it could still be speculated that as a result of the 

translator’s efforts with translating the idiolect of the BFG into Japanese, a certain 
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impression of him should be conveyed to the TT readers through the way he applies 

language, even if this impression inarguably can differ even between individuals within the 

same culture. 

In conclusion, the findings in this study could provide further supporting evidence on 

some of the challenges that can arise in translation, especially when translating children’s 

literature or translating for children. More specifically, this study has reflected how 

challenging the playful and creative language that in many cases is applied to children’s 

literature can be to translate, displaying how specific features of expressive language have 

been applied in an ST and then translated into a TT of a language and culture that is 

relatively different from the source language and culture. However, the main restriction of 

this study is conducting it as a non-native in both the source and target language, and also 

being more accustomed to the source language and culture than to the target language and 

culture. This results in a risk of failing to identify cases of neologisms, wordplay and 

allusions – especially wordplay and allusions, as they can tend to be very culture-specific. 

And this risk would be the highest in the TT, which could also possibly explain why, for 

example, no TT-unique allusions were identified. 

There are also possibilities for further research, and one suggestion of further research is 

similar to the suggestion of Epstein (2012), which is to apply the same corpus of ST data 

and investigate how it has been translated into a different language. Another suggestion 

would be to instead analyze a different ST corpus and see how features of expressive 

language have been dealt with in its Japanese translation.  
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